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Focused Section on Sensing and Perception Systems for Intelligent Manufacturing (SPIM)

I. INTRODUCTION

INDUSTRY 4.0 is on the horizon now. This industrial revolution calls for solutions to embedded intelligence, networked environment, interaction, autonomous, and high performance [item 1] in the Appendix]. Manufacturing industry is at the center of this wave of innovation with sensing and perception in focus. The main problem lies in front of the expected sensing and perception solutions is the need of detecting three-dimensional (3-D) profile within certain field, which results in a very challenging task of “field effect” sensing and perception. While some existing sensors such as visual [item 2] in the Appendix], ultrasonic [item 3] in the Appendix], and LiDAR sensors [item 4] in the Appendix] are applied; the potential of such applications is still far away from sufficiently realized due to the inherent complexities in these sensor devices. On the other hand, there might be no easy sensing solutions for measurement and/or detection of some “field effects,” such as temperature or electromagnetic field. In this case, an indirect sensing approach, sometimes called “soft sensing,” might be needed based on the models of field effects, rendering a so-called “model-guided measurement” methodology. However, there has never been a well-formulated research niche for the problems of concerns. Instead, the research activities spread out in various areas such as manufacturing processes, sensors and actuators, and intelligent systems. Yet, to address these problems, one needs to explore integrated solutions from models of field sensors, 3-D reconstruction and recognition, embedded computing and processing, field sensor network and optimization, field sensor based mechatronic control, etc. In wake of this reality, it is both timely and beneficial to publish this Focused Section that includes carefully selected papers and serves as a collective demonstration of the fundamental and applied research on the field sensing and perception systems for intelligent manufacturing. It is our intention and wish that this Focused Section would attract intensive attention and interests for the filed sensing and perception systems and their applications to intelligent manufacturing.

II. HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS FOCUSED SECTION

There are a total of 11 papers included in this Focused Section, covering topics on optimization of visual sensor or sensor network (Zhang et al.; Rao et al.; Wang et al.), model-guided measurement of field effects Yu et al.; Lin et al.; Ji et al.), perceptions of surrounding environments (Wang et al.; Liu et al.; Sun et al.), and servoing mechanism for robotic interaction in manufacturing (Cencen et al.; Chen et al.).

Optimization of visual sensor and sensor network is an interesting development in practice as it is intended to tap the greatest potential out of the visual sensing through either a single sensor or a sensor network. There are three papers in this category: In Rao et al., a real-time 3-D measurement of the normal direction is delivered and optimized for a robotic drilling surface with a performance description through a tensor voting method; the visual sensor network is addressed in a sensor fusion approach with both vision and ultrasonar in Wang et al.; and with a new performance characterization called “visual distance” in Zhang et al.

When direct measurement is not feasible due to either the difficulty to reach out the field effect targets, such as temperature and electric currents, physically, or, simply, unavailable devices to conduct the measuring function, an indirect method is desired. Three papers are presented in this Focused Section to address the following.

1) Measurement of cutting temperature in metal processing (Ji et al.).
2) Intelligent sensing for monitoring the machining process of complex thin-wall components through displacement and strain field reconstruction (Yu et al.).
3) Geometric measurement (displacement and thickness) with an eddy current (EC) based sensing system through modeling the harmonic EC field induced in a nonferrous metal and its magnetic flux density (Lin et al.). These papers carry a common feature: model-based or model-guided measurements of variables in certain physical fields.

Perception of surrounding environments is extremely important for intelligent manufacturing as a result of desired interaction between machines and environments. The collected papers in this category present a semantics-regularized dictionary learning method for the automatic identification of materials properties (Liu et al.), an intelligent perception system that generates the task program for robotic assembly through visual observation (Wang et al.), and RGB-D camera based 3-D simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) for an indoor environment (Sun et al.). While the SLAM is done offline, the highlighted feature of these three papers is that they all target on real-time application, one way or the other.

Finally, this Focused Section presents two papers related to servoing mechanism for robotic interaction in intelligent manufacturing: In Chen et al., a visual servoing mechanism is developed for fringe pattern based path planning in a robotic spraying process, whereas in Cencen et al., a collaborative human–robot coproduction framework is proposed to develop a reasoning...
mechanism on collaboration between human and robots in manufacturing, which targets on enabling intelligent manufacturing in practice.

These 11 papers share a common feature of the work presented, that is, the methodologies developed are all based on processing data generated by complex sensing devices acting on certain kind of physical fields, such as vision and temperature field, in order to render 2-D or 3-D information of fields. This kind of field sensing and perception development is the key to facilitate the intelligent operation of manufacturing systems in practices, which is the main theme of this Focused Section.
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